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ABSTRACT

Stereoscopic video systems aim to confer a true three-dimensional
(3D) view of the real world. However, in the process of 3D image
acquisition and display, eventual distortions may affect the 3D per-
ceptual quality, leading to visual discomfort. As visual comfort is
a key issue when dealing with 3D acceptance, subjective tests (that
are time consuming and cannot provide quality scores on the fly)
have been conducted in order to establish 3D assessment factors.

In this work, we use the ground truth of a publicly available
database in order to develop a method to automatically assess the
visual comfort of stereoscopic imagery. The assessment has the ob-
jective of assisting in the adjustment of stereo camera baselines. The
method employs stereo vision geometry and stereo matching algo-
rithms to estimate depth planes, for each video frame, in order to
associate their locations with different visual comfort zones. The
proposed method shows a high level of correlation with subjective
tests, comparing favorably with another proposal from the literature.

Index Terms— Stereoscopy, 3D Quality Assessment, Visual
Comfort.

1. INTRODUCTION

The achievement of acceptable 3D Quality of Experience (QoE)
has to tackle various technical limitations, such as accommodation-
convergence mismatch and excessive disparity. In addition, undesir-
able symptoms have also been reported such as blurred vision, visual
fatigue, dizziness, and headaches [1]. As 3D QoE highly depends on
human perception one has to take into account the effect of the screen
size, as well of the scene content. To address these issues the Video
Quality Experts Group (VQEG) created the 3DTV Work Group to
investigate how to assess 3DTV subjective video quality. VQEG
has already produced draft recommendations related to display qual-
ity [2] and visual fatigue assessment [3], reporting the results to the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and other standards
organizations. Furthermore, subjective assessment methods for 3D
video quality were proposed in order to recommend 3D assessment
factors, such as depth resolution, depth motion and visual comfort
limits [4].

Visual comfort is a key issue when dealing with 3D acceptance.
While 3D displays (with or without glasses) present images/videos
on one 2D flat screen, we perceive different depth cues in the 3D
world. In general, the viewer experiences the 3D sensation from a
fixed distance of a stereoscopic display. The device displays two
2D images on its 2D surface, and the viewer’s eyes have to focus
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(accommodate) to the physical location of the device, and converge
his/her eyes to the rendered 3D content. When the scene contains ob-
jects shot at different depths the eyes have to move towards different
depths of the rendered 3D content. As such convergence (vergence)
is uncoupled from the accommodation (fixed at the distance between
the viewer and the display), the 3D rendering may be disrrupted [1].
In fact, whenever the difference between the vergence and accom-
modative distances increases, most viewers have difficulties to fuse
a binocular stimulus. Hence, stereo content should respect the binoc-
ular fusion limits. Since it is not practical to perform subjective tests
to establish visual comfort zones when shooting 3D scenes, an objec-
tive method to establish the visual comfort zones is highly desirable.

This paper proposes an automatic method to determine the vi-
sual comfort zones. It first uses the scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT) to find the disparity maps for each stereo video frame pair.
Next, a segmentation technique, fed by the disparity data, classifies
arbitrarily shaped depth clusters into visual comfort zones: Com-
fortable Viewing Range (CVR), Non-Comfortable Viewing Range
(NCVR) and Divergent (DIV). An objective score is obtained for
each zone, so one can adjust the stereo rig in order to keep all scene
objects constrained to the CVR zone. The results are compared
with [5] using the dataset of [6]. It is important to emphasize that
the stereo baseline adjustment is a critical parameter of the stereo
rig during 3D capture. Before shooting stereoscopic content, the
producers have already decided the viewing conditions (e.g. movie
theater or television). Then, with the depth structure of the scene
defined, the focal length of the cameras can be fixed, limiting the
adjustments to the baseline distance in the case of a parallel camera
setup [7].

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents some basic concepts of the geometry of 3D perception and
defines the visual comfort zones. The proposed metric is described
in Section 3, while the results are discussed in Section 4, with Sec-
tion 5 concluding the paper.

2. GEOMETRY OF 3D PERCEPTION

3D perception arises from multiple depth cues, both monocular and
binocular. The latter need two eyes (or sensors) and play an impor-
tant role in the process of providing depth sensation. The human
visual system (or a pair of cameras) perceives the world through
two views from slightly separated positions. The relative differ-
ence in the positions of objects in the two images formed on the
left and the right retinas (or sensors) is called disparity. The binocu-
lar fusion mechanism merges these two images contributing to depth
perception. Unfortunatelly, binocular fusion tends to fail when the
vergence-accommodation conflict is large [8]. The disparity magni-



tude is inversely proportional to the distance between the scene point
and the viewer’s eyes (or camera lenses), so small disparity values
correspond to large distances between the imaged points and the ac-
quisition sensors.

A disparity value (ddisp) corresponds to the difference between
the positions of a point on the right view, Pr , and its homologous
point in the left view, Pl. Fig. 1 depicts the geometry involved, for
which the following relations hold [9]:

dobj =
deyes dscreen
deyes − ddisp

(1)

ddisp =
Wscreen dpixels

Wpixels
(2)

where dobj is the distance between the viewer and the perceived im-
age of the object , deyes is the interocular distance (62mm to 65mm
[10]), dscreen is the distance between the viewer and the screen, and
dpixels is the disparity distance ddisp rescaled to pixels units.

Fig. 1: Stereo system with point of convergence behind the screen.

Considering the exhibition of a stereoscopic video with spatial
resolution of Wpixels pixels wide, with dpixels disparity for each pair
of homologous points, by substituting (2) into (1), it is possible to
evaluate the influence of the exhibition screen size (represented by
the screen width, Wscreen) in the 3D perception by:

dobj =
deyes dscreen

deyes −
Wscreen dpixels

Wpixels

(3)

Fig. 2 illustrates three possible scenarios, considering that the
homologous (or correspondent) points of the same object are verti-
cally aligned (horizontal disparities only). To perceive an object in
front of the screen one has to cross (converge) the eyes to fixate on it,
producing a negative disparity (the vergence distance is shorter than
the accomodation distance). On the other hand, to perceive an ob-
ject behind the screen one has to uncross (diverge) the eyes to fixate
on it, producing a positive disparity (the vergence distance is larger
than the accomodation distance). Objects located on the screen sur-
face present null disparity (the viewer converges and accommodates
to the same distance).

Stereoscopic content can be produced either by capturing the
scenes with a stereo rig or by digitally generating the second cam-
era view at post-production. When using stereo rigs, the resolution
Wpixels is fixed and the disparity dpixels is obtained for each rig ad-
justment. Eq. (3) shows that there is a limit to the screen size as
the denominator has to be a positive number. Whenever the screen
dimensions exceed this limit, the viewer struggles to create a 3D
sensation as, in this case, his/her eyes would diverge [11]. Likewise,
given the largest size possible for the exhibition screen, there is an
upper limit for the disparity dpixels. These are expressed by the fol-
lowing inequation:

dpixels <
deyes Wpixels

Wscreen
(4)

Fig. 2: Different locations of the point of convergence.

In addition to the above, one has to take into consideration the
discomfort that may be caused by a large mismatch between the ver-
gence and accomodative distances. When watching a real 3D scene,
these two distances are the same [12]. However, when exhibiting
stereoscopic videos, the accomodation distance is constant (equal to
the screen distance), while the vergence distance varies accordingly
to the video content. The definition of limits, or a zone, of comfort
for vergence and accomodation distances was the subject of several
research studies [9], [1], [13], [14] and [15]. The Comfortable View-
ing Range (CVR) is violated whenever the distance of the perceived
object (dobj) is out of the region of focus. The acceptable range is
of ±0.2 diopters [1], [15], and the distance of the perceived object
must be within the range given by:

dobj >
1

1
dscreen

+ 0, 2m−1
(5)

dobj <

{
1

1
dscreen

−0,2m−1 , if dscreen < 5m

∞ , otherwise
(6)

Considering that the distances are in meters, by substituting dobj
in (5) and (6) by the expression of (4), we have that the disparity of
the camera rig dpixels has to be within the range

dpixels > −0, 2m−1 deyes dscreen Wpixels

Wpixels
(7)

dpixels <
0, 2m−1 deyes dscreen Wpixels

Wscreen
, if dscreen < 5m (8)

The inequations (4), (7) and (8) establish the viewing comfort
limits used by the proposed visual comfort assessment metric.

3. VISUAL COMFORT ASSESSMENT METRIC

Equation (3) shows that the depth perception during the 3D con-
tent exhibition is related to the screen size and to the distance from
the viewer to the screen. In general, only small size monitors (e.g.
portable) are available when shooting 2D or 3D content. Portable
professional monitors of size 9”, or 14”, are widely used by the tech-
nical crew in a studio or when shooting outdoors. Hence, is it very
difficult for the technical team to evaluate on the fly if the 3D acquisi-
tion process is generating the desired depth effects, as small monitors
may hide undesired effects that will be visible on a 50” postproduc-
tion monitor. As the main idea is to fit the depth of the real world into



a screen, the technician has to be able to correct inadequate camera
alignment, such as rotation and vertical shift. Therefore, a model that
automatically identifies, despite the size of the on-site professional
displays, regions of the scene that do no comply with the exhibition
restrictions of 3D content would be very useful. This model should
be able to compute disparities, that is, it should provide for each
pixel captured for the right view its homologous pixel captured for
the left view. Then, using the stereo geometry is possible to verify
the areas, or objects, with depth values that would produce visual
discomfort, for a given screen size at a given viewing distance. It is
important to stress that one cannot use camera arrangement knowl-
edge, including the camera lenses, since the purpose of the algorithm
is to automatically find eventual inadequacies caused by the adjust-
ment on the stereo camera rig. In addition, vertical displacements,
due to lens radial distortions, should be avoided during the shooting
stage as they increase eye strain [16]. Other factors also contribute
to visual discomfort, such as noise, fast motion, and geometrical dis-
tortions between the left and right images [8].

3.1. Related work and database

A few techniques have been proposed to enhance visual comfort by
reducing excessive disparity. A method that derived the amount of
depth adjustment based on the disparity range and viewer’s prefer-
ences was proposed in [17]. Devernay et alli [18] presented a mixed
technique that modifies the stereo pair baseline and viewpoint us-
ing disparity remapping. In [19] a visual comfort assessment metric
is proposed. It assesses the degree of visual discomfort of stereo-
scopic videos using an attention model to detect the perceptually
significant regions in a 3D video to compute a visual comfort score
for the frame. The visual fatigue prediction metric proposed in [20]
measures excessive horizontal and vertical disparities. An assistance
tool for stereo shooting and 3D production is presented in [7]. It
automatically provides optimal baseline (interaxial) distance, elim-
inates undesired vertical disparities and corrects geometrical distor-
tions through image rectification. However, the paper does not vali-
date the method with human perception of quality. An objective 3D
QoE assessment model is presented in [5]. It has been developed
and evaluated based on the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lau-
sanne (EPFL) datasets [6] using cross validation. The metric uses
statistical features of the disparity maps allied to indicators of spa-
tial activity of the image pairs. The authors demonstrate that the em-
ployed statistical measures are sufficient to estimate perceived QoE
with high correlation with human perception.

The EPFL 3D video database, also used by this work, comprises
10 seconds of HD (1920x1080) stereo videos at 25fps. It is a chal-
lenging database to evaluate 3D quality assessment models, as each
scene was imaged with five baseline distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50
cm), with indoor and outdoor content presenting variations in tex-
ture, moving objects, camera movements, depth structures and light-
ing conditions. The EPFL dataset uses a parallel camera setup and a
fixed focal length of 43mm.

3.2. Proposed metric

The proposed method uses the well-known Scale Invariant Fea-
ture Transform (SIFT) [21] to find the correspondent (homologous)
points of both views (red and blue dots in Fig. 3). This is needed
in order to perform the disparity estimation, producing a realiable
yet sparse disparity map. Next, a segmentation technique [22–24]
clusters pixels into image regions corresponding to natural parts of
objects. These regions are further clustered in depth regions, with

the aid of the disparity map, and classified into different visual com-
fort zones. The final stage computes the objective score for each
zone.

The SIFT is a feature-based approach that converts the left and
right images to a spatially sparse set of features available from fea-
ture descriptors. Feature-points are reliably matched even in the
presence of the undesirable matching disturbing effects, providing
robust localization of depth discontinuity. The SIFT approach trans-
forms image data into scale-invariant coordinates relative to local
features. These image features present properties that make them
highly suitable to stereo correspondence: invariance to image scaling
and rotation, partial invariance to illumination change, and partial in-
variance to occlusion [21]. The set of image features are generated
by the computation of the following stages: scale-space extrema de-
tection, keypoint localization, orientation assignment and keypoint
descriptor [21]. The stereo correspondence is performed for each
pair of frames of the stereo video, and the keypoint descriptors are
used to verify if the depth values are out of the visual comfort zone.
The software available at [25] was used to perform this task. To in-
crease the number of keypoints in a frame the method compares the
past and future frames with the current one. If there is no motion
between a keypoint on the past and future frames, the current frame
marks this point as a keypoint.

As the stereoscopic perception is associated to the screen dimen-
sions, as well as to the distance between the viewer and the screen,
Fig. 3 illustrates three different regions (zones) of visual comfort:

1. The divergent zone (DIV) is composed by points that do not
comply with Eq. (4). In this zone most viewers are not able
to ”build” the 3D sensation.

2. The non-comfortable viewing range zone (NCVR) is where
conflict between vergence and accomodation occurs. The re-
strictions imposed by Eq. (4) are met, yet not satisfying the
restrictions of Eqs. (7) and (8). Objects in this zone create
visual discomfort whenever there is (fast) depth and space
motion, as vergence has to vary quicky [26].

3. The comfortable viewing range (CVR) zone is composed by
points that comply with all restrictions imposed by inequa-
tions (4), (7) and (8).

Fig. 3: Visual comfort zones.

Next, each left view is segmented using the synergetic module
of the technique described in [22–24], employing the software from
[27] with all default values, except the ’Minimum Region parameter’
set to 2000. This algorithm is quite robust and efficient [28]. Fig. 4
displays segmented frame number 200 from the sofa scene sequence
[6] marked with the SIFT keypoints.

Then, it is verified in which segmented region each keypoint
is located. If there is just a single keypoint in a region, all pixels
(points) belonging to that region are labeled with the same visual
comfort zone of the keypoint. When there is more than one keypoint
in a segmented region, all pixels (points) are labeled proportionally
to the total number of points of the segmented region. If the seg-
mented region has a total of X pixels, with L keypoints labeled as



Fig. 4: Left view frame of sofa scene [6] segmented using the soft-
ware in [27].

Fig. 5: Segmented regions labeled as CVR (green), NCVR (yellow),
DIV (red), and the regions without keypoints (blue).

Fig. 6: Segmented regions after labeling the image areas without
keypoints.

CVR (Fig. 3), J keypoints labeled as NCVR and K keypoints la-
beled as DIV, the region will have nCVR = X L

L+J+K
pixels la-

beled as CVR, nNCVR = X J
L+J+K

pixels labeled as NCVR and
nDIV = X K

L+J+K
pixels labeled as DIV. Fig. 5 depicts the re-

gions labeled as CVR, NCVR and DIV with corresponding colors
according to Fig. 3. When there are no keypoints inside a segmented
region, the proposed method calculates its centroid and labels the re-
gion with the label of the keypoint closest to the computed centroid.
After this process, the left view of the sofa scene will be segmented
and labeled as depicted in Fig. 6.

The final score SOBJ for each region is given by

SOBJ = 100
nCVR + k nNCVR

nDIV + nCVR + nNCVR
, (9)

where the value of k is 1 for regions labeled as CVR, while k = 0
for the DIV regions where the failures are considered restrictive [26].
The NCVR regions are the most difficult ones to score, as the restric-
tions imposed by Eq. (4) are met, while not satisfying the restrictions
of Eqs. (7) and (8). For the NCVR regions k is a parameter that as-
sumes values between 0 and 1, and is set as explained in the next
section. Please note that the region score is a weighted average, con-
sidering the number os points classified as CVR, NCVR and DIV.
This score ranges from zero to 100.

4. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

The EPFL dataset, as well as its accompanying ground truth (the
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [6]), were used to assess the method. To
optimize the value of k, the 6 scenes (sofa, bike, feet, hallway, note-
book, car) shot at 5 baseline distances (Section 3.1), were divided
into 20 videos for training (4 scenes at 5 baseline distances) and
10 videos for testing (2 remaining scenes at 5 baseline distances),
employing all the C4

6 combinations for training and test sets. The
performance has been assessed by computing the Pearson Correla-
tion Coefficient (PCC), the Spearman’s Rank Order Correlation Co-
efficient (SROCC), the Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE)
and the Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) between the
objective and the subjective (MOS) assements, in order to measure
their correlation. The SROCC measures the monotonicity of the pro-
posed objective model prediction with respect to the human scores,
while the PCC measures the prediction accuracy. For each combi-
nation the optimal value for k is the one that maximizes the PCC
between SOBJ and the MOS for the videos of the training set. Then,
this value is applied to the videos of the test set. The obtained opti-
mal values of k for all training set combinations presented a mean of
0.7235 and a standard deviation (STD) of 0.0581. It should be noted
that the small value of the STD indicates that the algorithm is stable
in relation to the value of k to be employed.

The method presented in [5] employs statistical features ex-
tracted from the disparity maps, as well as spatial and motion
activity from images/videos to objectively assess the visual com-
fort of stereoscopic videos, using the same EPFL dataset used in
this proposal. To reduce the feature space in [5] the authors used
two techniques: principal component analysis (PCA) and forward
feature selection (FFS). Table 1 displays the statistical measures
obtained by the proposed method for the test set, also comparing
with the mean and the STD of SROCC values reported in [5]. The
proposed metric outperforms the results of [5], presenting a higher
mean value and a lower STD for SROCC.

Table 1: Statistical measures between the objective evaluation meth-
ods and the MOS (subjective assessment).

SOBJ Ref. [5] (PCA) Ref. [5] (FFS)
MEAN STD MEAN STD MEAN STD

PCC 0.8851 0.0694 – – – –
SROCC 0.8909 0.0765 0.76 0.25 0.68 0.28
NRMSE 0.1821 0.0275 – – – –
NMAE 0.1573 0.0320 – – – –

As shown by the values of Table 1 for SOBJ, the proposed
method reflects the subjective assessment with good levels of con-
fidence. Please note that the method was tested using a challenging
dataset, with indoor and outdoor content, and moving objects with
different depth structures that span large depth ranges.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed 3D Quality Assessment method presented good results
and compared favorably with another method from the literature,
also showing good correlation with human scores. Since it was only
tested on a stereo video database acquired by a parallel camera sys-
tem with fixed focal length and different baselines, in this work the
method has been restricted to camera baseline adjustment. However,
the technique is more general and its usage for setting other stereo
system parameters, such as camera convergence and focal length,
in order to constrain the depth range to the Comfortable Viewing
Range, is suggested for future work.
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